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It's Christmas time for the Hollands, and everyone is bustling about preparing for the coming festivities. As
Marcus, Alex, Simon, and Patrick try to make time for their mates, they feel the pressure to make everything
perfect. Thankfully Maryanne has the solution. However, they forget one important detail, leaving them
scrambling at the last minute to prevent a Christmas disaster.
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From Reader Review A Very Holland Christmas for online ebook

Lelyana says

It's Christmas time, and everyone's busy busy busy. Marcus and Brian still can't keep their sex life in the
bedroom. Those two, always horny all the time, no wonder they have twins! :)
Jake and Patrick have a little girl, Charlie. And Alex and Jason on the way to add a new family member,
along with Zack and Simon.
Happy, happy, happy.

Suze says

This is a story part of series, and probably needs to be read in conjunction with the series. I haven't read the
other stories so the need to know background wasn't known to me. For those who have read the series, this is
probably a welcome christmas read - catching up on lots of characters, getting good news and lots of smushy
good feelings.

6.8.15 reread : much the same as before - lots of warm, fuzzy feelings and sexy times. Sugary sweet
Christmas tale. A definite must have for followers of the series!

susan says

Ty for beautiful books it is touching gay book beautiful book about brothers find the I mate ,keeping this for
ever my 1millions favourite i read no lye over 10 never get bored reading over again Ty

Julie scott says

A Very Holland Christmas (Holland Brothers Book 5)

This was great i loved it i hope there will be more to come i really want to see what happens next ....

Tracie R says

Good story and addition to the series

Tana says

A Very Holland Christmas (Holland Brothers #5) b Toni Griffen



This is part of the Holland Brother's series, just a look back at the couples from the first 4 books in the series.

It was a quick read, catching up with the couples during the holidays.

Enjoyable, easy to read and well written.

Tj says

Cute follow up in the series. It is nice for those that enjoyed the story to get another glimpse of the family
and how they are growing and changing. Not real deep but for what it is, it is good.

Emily says

I greatly enjoyed the Holland Brothers series and I was bummed when it ended, so when I heard that there
was going to be a Christmas story about them, I was ecstatic.

Christmas is a time for family and friends. Catch up with the Holland Brothers and their mates as they race to
get everything ready for their second Christmas together.

This is a cute little Christmas story and a nice little sequel to the series. It starts right in on Christmas Eve,
with everyone in the family preparing for their second Christmas together. There is no background or recap
and it took me a minute to remember everything in the previous books. One of the things I liked best was
that it also provides some answers to previous unanswered questions and final closure for some. It is a bit of
a leap after some of the books so it also provides a glimpse into the future of all the Hollands.

I would definitely recommend this to all those who loved the Holland Brothers series and if you haven’t read
the series already, you should read it before reading this story in order to fully understand what’s going on.

*I received a copy of this book in exchange for an honest review*

Pixie Mmgoodbookreviews says

4 Hearts

Review written for MM Good Book Reviews

http://mmgoodbookreviews.wordpress.com/

It’s Christmas for the Holland family, Marcus and Brian and their twins Sammy and Dylan, Alex and Jason,
Simon and Zach and Hayley, Patrick and Jake and Charlie and finally Maryanne and Joe. We catch up as
they prepare for their second Christmas with mates and children and we see as Jason comes to a decision.

This is a wonderful catch up of the Holland’s and their mates, seeing the everyday preparations and the
interaction between the mates and couples. This really is just a straightforward catch up for the Holland’s



and their mates, we see each couple briefly and interacting together with their children and other family
members, we see the love and passion that each couple still has and the love that they have for their children.
We see how they have recovered from their pasts and how any lingering effects are finally being overcome.

I have to recommend this to those who love shifters, cute kids, happy families, hot sex, overcoming the past
and a very happy Christmas for all the Holland’s.

Lasha says

A short Christmas story that was all fluff, while cute for the holidays did nothing to advance the series or the
characters. For those readers who enjoy a sugar overdose during the holidays you will love this.

CB says

A fun, sexy and entertaining series with interesting characters and individual stories - I recommend reading
all 5 books that are currently out.

This is the 5th book that gives the reader a "feel good" look into the lives of each of the 4 brothers and their
mates. If you've read the first 4 books, this is well worth it!

I re-read the whole series during the holidays because of this book but they can be read at any time as this
one takes place during Christmas and it's more of a chance to see all the couple a year and a half later.

Nikyta *Miss Forgetful* says

I'm glad we got to revisit the Holland brothers and their mates and children. It was a sweet story that gave
you a taste from each person. More than that, I really liked that we got to see how they are all holding up.
Seeing Rick and Jake with their new daughter, Marcus and Brian with their twins, Zack and Simon with
Hayley, and Alex and Jason thinking of children, it was a great slice of life that I really enjoyed especially
since they are all happy. A very cute addition to this series.

Rachel Emily says

I liked the Holland Brothers series, and I enjoyed reading more about these characters, but I feel like having
all the couples and their kids in a short story made it confusing and didn't really do anything to advance the
series.

ETA 2/1 - I re-read the newly revised edition and I liked this one better...just a feel good holiday story with
all the guys, their mates, their kids, and lots of love. Fun series!



Hc says

SECOND EDITION REVIEW:

Granted I read the original 2 years ago...But I don't feel like its very different at all. Like, where is the
expanded part? Perhaps the end with Marianne and Joe talking about the family. It also doesn't feel like it
was re-edited at all.

As usual that I have noticed, expanded, reedited versions are NOT much different than the original.. Hence
why second edition gets a 2. I didn't feel like there was ANYthing actually added so waste of time if you
read the first release.

Kelly H. (Maybedog) says

1.5 stars

The house is full of people and kids who are awake and they have sex on the kitchen counter?

This is the typical boring plotless conflict free sex filled Christmas story to unite all the characters and sell to
fans.

All the characters ran together. There wasn't anything distinctive about any of them other than what I was
told about their pasts. Their personalities and behaviors were all the same.

I don't think it's at all humorousthat they didn't remember until the very last minute to get their mother a
present and then just got one from all of them. I think it's even worse that they told her. Presents aren't
obligations. They're something you want to give because you care about someone and we'd something you
know they'd like.

Boring boring boring.


